Pop is back once again with the year musical hiatus, the Prince of Pop is back once again with the sequel to “The 20/20 Experience,” cleverly named “The 20/20 Experience: Part 2 of 2.”

Just over six months after Justin Timberlake’s return from a seven-year musical hiatus, the Prince of Pop is back once again with the sequel to “The 20/20 Experience,” cleverly named “The 20/20 Experience: Part 2 of 2.”

Other highlights include “You Got It On” and “Not a Bad Thing.” Although “You Got it On” also has sexual undertones, it is much more tasteful than “Cabaret.” JT sweetly serenades with “Tell me what’s better than the two of us/ Cause you by yourself is more than enough for me,” in this Motown-inspired slow jam.

“Not a Bad Thing” happily brings the CD to a close and sounds like it could come straight off an ‘NSYNC reunion album. The song generates strong feelings of nostalgia for me, as it is very reminiscent of my favorite boy band and the songs that blasted on my stereo throughout my childhood. However, JT still makes it clear that he has grown up from his sugary pop days and that he can both be an “adult” and pay homage to his beginnings at the same time.

The album also contains some hidden gems like “Pair of Wings,” where JT shows his soft, fragile, emotional side in this track and is definitely worth the listen.

Overall, despite its minor short-comings, “Part 2” successfully wraps up JT’s 2013 revival and leaves fans wondering just what else this triple threat has up his sleeves.

Capping off the second and final part of his 20/20 Experience albums, JT retains his status as a charming, charismatic triple threat entertainer.